Introduction {#Sec1}
============

More than 50 years ago, John Stewart Bell showed that any physical theory based on the assumptions of locality (i.e., nothing can communicate faster than light) and realism (i.e., physical properties of an object are fixed and pre-defined) must satisfy a set of statistical criteria called Bell inequalities^[@CR1]^. That is, if a Bell-type experiment is performed and the results show a violation of a Bell inequality, then the underlying physical process cannot be explained by a local theory. This kind of tests are called Bell tests and the violation of the inequality is called Bell violation. Since the earlier demonstrations utilizing cascade decays in atoms^[@CR2]--[@CR5]^, Bell violations have been observed in tests utilizing nonlinear optical processes^[@CR6]--[@CR9]^, ions^[@CR10]^, neutral atoms^[@CR11]^, Josephson junction^[@CR12]^ and solid state qubits^[@CR13]^. The implications of the Bell test not only change our understanding of nature, but also find application in device independent (DI) quantum communications^[@CR14]--[@CR16]^, randomness generation and amplification^[@CR17]--[@CR19]^, DI-verified quantum computation^[@CR20],\ [@CR21]^, certifying quantum devices^[@CR18],\ [@CR22],\ [@CR23]^ and DI bit commitment^[@CR24]^. Entanglement, a necessary precondition for unconditional security^[@CR25],\ [@CR26]^ in quantum key distribution, can also be certified from the violation of a Bell inequality, independently of the underlying implementation details. This paves the way for the device-independent tests of security^[@CR27],\ [@CR28]^. However, for the observed Bell violation to be conclusive, it is important that the Bell test is loophole-free.

More specifically, a loophole-free Bell test is an entanglement experiment that requires multiple implementation loopholes such as the detection, locality, and measurement-independent loopholes to be closed simultaneously. Here, we focus on the detection loophole, and defer the rest to Ref.^[@CR29]^. In general, the detection loophole is a scenario in which the observed Bell violation (a test statistics) is no longer reliable as the measurement sample and may not be a true representative of the population (i.e., the entire measurement statistics). Crucially, this situation commonly happens in practice as practical detectors have finite detection efficiencies and hence one could end up with samples that are non-representative. While the detection loophole is not an issue for non-adversarial settings, the same is not true for the case of quantum cryptography since an adversary can take advantage of it to come up with a local model to *fake* Bell violations^[@CR30]^. For this reason, much effort has been devoted to closing the detection loophole in practice.

How a local model can theoretically simulate non-local correlations---taking advantage of the detection loophole---has already been reported in the literature^[@CR31],\ [@CR32]^. However, methods of experimentally implementing such correlations using practical means have been rarely discussed, despite its importance in practical quantum cryptography. The state-of-the art method is arguably that of Ref.^[@CR30]^, where the authors demonstrated how an adversary could implement a local model using existing optical detector control methods to violate a Bell inequality for active basis choice schemes. However, their local model is effective only for a detector efficiency of up to $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\eta = 0.5$$\end{document}$, while theoretically it is possible to fake the inequality for a threshold efficiency of up to $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\eta$$\end{document}$ refers to the probability that one party observes a conclusive outcome given a measurement is made). In this article, we discuss how to experimentally close this gap and fake the violation at higher efficiencies. More specifically, we show how existing optical detector control methods^[@CR33]--[@CR35]^ can be exploited to both fake the violation of the standard Clauser--Horne--Shimony--Holt (CHSH) Bell test all the way up to its threshold efficiency and simulate the local bound of the more general Garg--Mermin Bell test. Our results point out once again that when Bell tests are performed for certifying randomness, guaranteeing security in quantum communications, or detecting non-locality, they should either be performed with an efficiency at which the test is robust against detection loopholes, or should use the bound given by more general inequalities (for example, Eq. ([3](#Equ3){ref-type=""}) below). Otherwise, existing optical detection control methods may allow to implement a local model to simulate the results of the test.

The article is organized as follows. First we outline the assumptions and methodology of the Bell test that we consider in this article. Then we present several local models that allow an adversary to implement a practical setup to fake the Bell test or emulate the local bounds given by the inequalities. Then we make our conclusion.

Assumptions for Bell test {#Sec2}
=========================

The experimental setup of the CHSH Bell test for two parties with binary inputs and outputs^[@CR36]^ is shown in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}. The test assumes that a source of entangled photon pairs sends each member of the pairs to two legitimate parties, Alice and Bob. Alice randomly measures the polarizations along direction $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\beta _1$$\end{document}$ as shown in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}. The measurement along a particular direction is performed with the help of a rotatable half wave plate (HWP) followed by a polarization beamsplitter (PBS) and two single photon detectors. This type of analyzer is called an active basis choice analyzer. The possible polarization measurement outcomes expected at Alice and Bob are $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$+$$\end{document}$" ("−") are assigned when only the lower (upper) detector clicks and the other detector is silent. "?" is assigned when none of the detectors registers a detection.

We assume that Alice and Bob are situated far apart, so that the locality loophole is closed. However, due to the finite efficiency of the detectors and optical losses in the setup, it is not possible to measure the polarization of all the photons. So, the final statistics are calculated using only the detected events, i.e., events in which photons have been detected on both sides. In this case, for each pair of measurement settings $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\eta$$\end{document}$, i.e., how much violation is required to certify non-locality for a given efficiency. This is shown by the solid (red) curve in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}. Note that, when $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Faking Bell inequality with improved efficiency {#Sec3}
===============================================

Figure 2Local bounds for recalibrated inequality $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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For ease of understanding, we will go step by step. First, we review an existing local model that can fake Eq. ([2](#Equ2){ref-type=""}) for $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\eta \le 2 (\sqrt{2}-1)$$\end{document}$ but also emulate the local bounds given by Eq. ([3](#Equ3){ref-type=""}). Since all three models exploit an existing detector control method---bright-light detector control^[@CR33]--[@CR35]^---we first recap it.

**Bright-light detector control:** Single-photon detectors used in a Bell test may become insensitive to single photons when exposed to bright light^[@CR33],\ [@CR40]^. Even in this mode, they can produce a detection event ('click') when additionally exposed to a light pulse of intensity *I* equal to or higher than a threshold level $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Conclusion {#Sec4}
==========

Although it is a known fact that a local theory can violate a Bell inequality up to a threshold detection efficiency, it is rarely addressed in the literature how an adversary can actually implement it. In this work, we have shown that the existing detector control method can be exploited to implement a local model that can fake the CHSH Bell inequality \[Eq. ([2](#Equ2){ref-type=""})\] up to the threshold efficiency. Our model can also simulate the local bound of the Garg--Mermin Bell inequality \[Eq. ([3](#Equ3){ref-type=""})\] for efficiency over 2/3. Our results point out that whenever Bell violations are used for testing less-conventional theories, implementing device-independent quantum secure communication^[@CR27]^, certifying randomness^[@CR18]^ and nonlocality, loophole-free Bell tests^[@CR51]--[@CR53]^ should be performed. We would like to point out that there are Bell inequalities that use non-maximally entangled states with threshold efficiency $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Methods {#Sec5}
=======

**Strategies for controlling*a*and*b***. Here we show that regardless of the value of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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